The Matillion difference:

Supercharge your
Microsoft Azure Synapse
analytics platform

“ ...eliminates the lengthy
process of hand-coding
and outpaces legacy
ETL tools...”
Daniel Yu, Microsoft
Azure Data & AI

Leverage the full potential of your cloud
data warehouse with Matillion ETL’s
cloud-native data integration

Built for the enterprise
Automate and orchestrate data
ingestion and preparation at scale to
reduce project development time with
a unified experience for developing
end-to-end analytics solutions. Gain
instant clarity for your business with
the freshest data available from your
operational systems.

Matillion ETL for Azure Synapse
helps data teams accelerate the
journey to a unified cloud analytics
platform. Unlock the value of your
data cloud faster with low-code
data ingestion and transformation
on the Azure Synapse Platform.
Visually design data
transforms for rapid
low-code development,
while maintaining support for
sophisticated custom coded
solutions
Reduce project development
time with a unified experience
for developing end-to-end
analytics solutions
Streamlined data enrichment
from a wider range of data
sources creates better
insights from machine
learning models

Easy to use
Stop fighting with antiquated UIs or
unwieldy blocks of code. With easily
approachable, low-code interfaces
and powerful under-the-hood
customization, get more people using
and transforming data across your
organization.

Legacy ETL

Built for the cloud
Designed for the cloud, Matillion
ETL harnesses the native
features and advantages of
Azure Synapse through our
custom-built push-down
integration. We help data teams
maximise the scalability, security
and reliability offered by the cloud.
Transformative value
Matillion ETL for Azure Synapse
helps data teams deliver
continuous value back to their
customers and organizations.
Our fast-start pricing will have
you up and running in minutes.

Custom Code

Pipelines

Matillion ETL

Cloud Integration
Data Replication
Transformation
Ease of Use
Price Performance
Speed to Insights

Matillion and Azure:
Better together
Flexible compute resource allocation
lets you scale up or down
Create and manage external tables
Support for split field operations
Pivot/Unpivot and Transpose tables
Simplified user security using Azure
Active Directory

Experience the benefits of cloud-native ETL today

Reduced
cost by
84%

Reduced ETL
runtime by
72%

Reduced financial
reporting from
hours to minutes

Consolidated
10 workflows
down to 1

Get started at www.matillion.com

